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The talkies era - Singing in the rain 

As the most transformative innovation in the cinema industry, the coming of sound has drawn a                

lot of attention to a lot of scholars. With some struggling with finding the documented resources,                

Singing in the Rain has for a long time being used as one of the resources documenting this                  

pivotal era. But being a fairy-tale inspiration film that it is, the accuracy and reliability of the                 

historical information depicted will always be questioned. Comparing Singing in the Rain with             

Douglas Gomery’s ‘The Coming of Sound: Technological Change in the American Film            

Industry’ essay, it will be noticed that the film leaves out a lot of information concerning the                 

coming of sound. As a consequence, this brings suspicions to the viewers on whether to take the                 

historical information in film seriously or to take it that the inclusion of the transition era is just                  

part of the fiction story that is solely meant for entertainment. With greater emphasis on the                

latter, this essay tries to explain how and why Singing in the Rain manipulates history so that the                  

events portrayed can resonate with its fairy-tale like story.  

Primarily, it is important to understand that MGM (a studio that made Singing in the Rain) is a                  

business entity, and just like any firm with potential competitors it is important for them that                

each and every product of their own retains all the credits to themselves. Douglas Gomery in his                 

essay states that Warners, Fox and Paramount all started producing talkies before 1929 (page 22,               

paragraph 1), which is essentially different in Singing in the Rain where it does not make it clear                  



of the exact time when the introduction of sound came in Hollywood. A good example can be                 

seen at 21:10 where Millard Mitchell (as R.F. Simpson, the head of Monumental Pictures)              

introduces the idea of talking pictures with great excitement -this is in 1929 on screen timeline-                

saying it’s the new technology that just came out, which is essentially not true on real timeline                 

sequence. The incident goes on into play at a different scene from 33:20 when Mr. R.F. Simpson                 

interrupted and called an end to an ongoing recording session of The Duelling Cavalier wanting               

to be made a talking picture after he had received news on how fans are craving for sound                  

movies. This was in September 1929 as observed in the on-screen displayed newspapers, which              

as Gomery suggested was the same period when MGM, Fox, RKO, Universal and United Artists               

studios completed their transition (page 22, paragraph 1). Again, this scenario indicates how             

Singing in the Rain bends historical events to its will so that it can organically flow well with its                   

narrative.  

At its core, Singing in the Rain depicts a wide range of emotions and themes. With themes                 

ranging from lies, deception, respect, reputation to language and communication, this joyous and             

colourful film falls under comedy, romance and musical as genres - meaning it attracts a wide                

range of viewers with different tastes in films. Singing in the Rain seems to manipulate history so                 

that its themes can match their main intent, and being an autobiography of Hollywood means the                

film is aiming at advocating studios’ everyday activities to its viewers; especially during the              

transition to talking pictures. However it seems as if Singing in the Rain is deliberately aiming at                 

concealing the dreamy nature of Hollywood that everyone seems to be having. For instance at               

multiple scenes Hollywood’s favourite couple (as depicted by fan’s magazines) Don and Lina             

appear to not be as happy and close as everyone outside the studio thinks. The film goes even                  



farther to reveal that their depicted relationship is for show business, hence indicating the kind of                

image that directors Stanley Donen and Gene Kelly are trying to portray. Then the film continues                

to biasly show only the downsides of the transition to sound such as different technical struggles                

that studios had to go through, giving the viewers a misdirected point of view of this                

revolutionary era which ends up providing inaccurate or inadequate information. 

Singing in the Rain has played a huge role in summarizing all the structural adjustments that                

Hollywood studios had to go through when sound was introduced in films. Set in 1927, which                

was the year that the first commercial use of sound technology in cinema was seen in Alan                 

Crosland’s The Jazz Singer by Warner Bros. studios, Singing in the Rain gives a good view of                 

what had happened when the sound revolution swept through. All the panicking, deployment and              

replacement of some staff members in studios, have been clearly shown in the film. A good                

illustration can be seen at 21:55; the scene shows the first recording session of The Duelling                

Cavalier. This scene is one of the high points of Singing in the Rain as it provides groundwork                  

for another interesting part of the film at later stages. The scene starts with a sign QUIET                 

WHILE RECORDING depicting one of the problems that studios were facing at the new era of                

talking pictures: that is, the equipment of the time demanded that no sound be made during the                 

recording process so that sound may be of sufficient quality. In the scene, Roscoe Dexter who is                 

the director of The Duelling Cavalier, repeatedly gives instructions to Lina Lamont who is the               

starring actor of the movie on how to talk towards the cleverly hidden microphone. In this                

particular scenario, Singing in the Rain tries to accurately portray the history while             

simultaneously making sense of its own story, and although the scene makes fun of the problems                



that studios had to face, it is really important for the audience to understand these kind of                 

setbacks that marks a really remarkable era on the history of cinema timeline.  

Furthermore, Singing in the Rain does a great job at addressing different changes that film               

studios had to go through during the transition to sound. From technical problems to system               

restructuring, Singing in the Rain provides multiple incidences that humorously mocks           

Hollywood’s panic surrounding during the transition period. This serves the audience with very             

important historical information but in a very unique way. In his essay, Gomery states              

‘Playwrights (from the East) replaced title writers; actors without stage experience rushed to sign              

up for voice lessons’ (paragraph 1) to directly address the changes that took part in regard to this                  

transition, something that has correspondingly being portrayed in Singing in the Rain. At 46:15,              

Lina Lamont and Don Lockwood who were famous actors in silent films are being taught by                

diction coaches on how to pronounce words so that they can be audible. However Singing in the                 

Rain goes farther to include musicals in diction sessions where Don Lockwood and Cosmo              

Brown break into a song with instruments playing in the background (a typical musical style).               

This depicts only some level of accuracy of regarding the events that had occurred subsequent to                

the introduction of sound, which indicate how Singing in the Rain has shown history in a way                 

that fits into its style as a film.  

The introduction of sound technology in cinema is such a complex topic to talk about. While it                 

includes a lot of elements Singing in the Rain portrays a lot of issues that studios, filmmakers and                  

actors had to go through during the transition, it is important to understand that the film                

manipulates history that its plot can be well understood. However, the magic that Singing in the                

Rain purports is unimaginable, and for that it plays a huge role socially and culturally. For                



instance, in 1989, Singing in the Rain was selected for preservation by the United States Library                

of Congress for its cultural and historical significance that it holds ("Library Of Congress"). So               

for a person studying film studies and is interested in knowing the history of this crucial era, not                  

knowing the whole story can make a huge difference. Therefore, it is critical to notice that                

Singing in the Rain focuses on the post-sound introduction era rather than the period prior to that                 

for a reason. Singing in the Rain fails to address as much credits as possible to everyone involved                  

in making this transition possible since 1890s, something that Gomery has done in his essay,               

because as a film it has its own story, and the exclusion of the pre-transition era comes into play                   

when considering a smooth transition of the storyline.   
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